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Speculation: 
Could the 
possibility of 
anonymous 
reporting 
have ended 
this sooner?

(à Second Ethics 
Dialogue on 
Whistleblowing)
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The promise and dangers of reporting
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Channel

Anonymity – Idea
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Anonymity – Anonymity Set
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Technical and ethical opportunities 
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Technical and ethical opportunities, 
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Technical and ethical opportunities, 
limitations, and interdependencies

A truly 
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the suspects?
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Side effects of
channel design

* reported-on‘s
“right“ to confront
the reporter?
* abuse of the
system?

interdependence



Channel

“the ‘right’ to confront”? … because anonymous 
reporting also ”deletes” another channel
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From interdependencies to design (and back): 
The need for tech-law-ethics dialogues

A truly 
anonymous
channel
(1-way or 
2-way)

The message
itself can
de-anonymise

* who knows
the size of the
anonymity set?

tech can provide tech can‘t provide

Side effects of
channel design

* reported-on‘s
“right“ to confront
the reporter?
* abuse of
the system?

interdependence

Encouragement to self-disclose post-factum? 
Built-in possibility of de-anonymisation? 

Limitation of number of messages?
Trust assumptions?


